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To write, one must
organize against purpose
for writing and structure of
text. Teaching text patterns
and organizers facilitates
this process .
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WRITING ORGANIZERS/TEXT PATTERNS
When comprehending text, the reader sorts the information either by the purpose
for reading or the organizational structure of the text. By teaching K-12 students five
basic patterns they will encounter in text, you are teaching them how to sort what is
more important and less important in the text.

STRATEGIES BY NUMBER

FIVE MODELS TO USE FOR SORTING

1. HAND

2. LADDER
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3. CAR

4. CROSS
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5. HAMBURGER
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EXPLANATION
Students will get much higher comprehension if they use one of the five techniques for
sorting. In nonfiction there are basically five kinds of text. Each icon represents the five
kinds of text and gives students a quick memory too!.
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DESCRIPTIVE/TOPICAL
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EXPLANATION
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The hand is topical or descriptive. Use each finger to sort topics or descriptive details.
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SEQUENCE/HOW-TO
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EXPLANATION
Label sequential steps on a ladder.
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STORY STRUCTURE
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Middle

Characters
Beginning

End

Problem

Goal
Setting

EXPLANATION
Use the car as a model to sort and remember. For example, in a piece of fiction there
are characters, the beginning, the middle, the end, the episode, the problem, the goal,
and the setting.
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COMPARE/CONTRAST
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES
CAUSE/EFFECT

EXPLANATION
Use the two sides of the T-shape to compare and contrast.
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PERSUASIVE REASONS

Position
Supporting Evidence
Supporting Evidence

.,

Supporting Evidence
Supporting Evidence

Conclusion

EXPLANATION
If you use a hamburger, the top bun represents the person's position. Each layer in the
sandwich is a piece of supporting evidence. The bottom bun is the conclusion.
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